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Abstract
FAITH AND READINESS IN THE FAITH STAGE
THEORY OF JAMES W. FOWLER
by Douglas Herrmann
James W. Fowler's theory of faith stage development
has received widespread attention and general approval,
especially in religious education circles.

The first part

of this paper examines the stage theory of Fowler, concen
trating on the concept of faith assumed by this theorist.
The second part applies the theory to secondary religious
., education, following the concept of "readiness

II

inherent

in Fowler 1 s work.
The research procedure for the first part consists
of a survey of literature in three areas:

1.

Fowler's

published work from 1974, when he began, to the present;
2 ..

critiques of Fowler's work; 3.

the writings of selected

theologians who have dealt with the meaning of faith.

The

second part of the paper is based on a survey of religious
educators who have written on readiness and the application
of Fowler's theory.
This study determines that Fowler defines
too narrowly ..

He has made two errors.

11

faith 11

First, though

faith can be understood as universal, as such it remains
separate from content.

Fowler sets faith within a specific

content, assuming a Judea-Christian tradition while claiming

universality. Second, he has divided faith into parts,
basing his stages on only a fraction. He thus reduces it
to something less than faith.
Yet the stage theory does describe human growth,
albeit not faith development. What Fowler has described
is readiness for learning and more specifically, religious
learning. Those involved in the education of adolescents
can gain much as they use Fowlers findings, especially his
Stage 3, to better understand their students.
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INTRODUCTION

In order for a person to be a successful farmer he
must know his crops -- when to plant them, when to fertilize
them, with what to fertilize them, when to irrigate them,
how much water to use, and when to harvest them. Were he
to spend all of his time studying the chemical make-'up and
properties of water and fertilizer, the crops would likely
suffer. In order for a person to be a successful religious
educator he must know his students -- when they should
begin formal schooling, when to teach them and what to teach
them, when to listen and when they •should be restricted.
If he were to spend all his time on theological issues the
students would likely suffer.
The principle is simple and obvious. But corn can
be more easily analyzed than fifteen-year-old academy freshmen. Therefore, it behooves us to take advantage of all
available information. James W. Fowler has presented a
theory of faith stage development which has received much
attention and demands our consideration.
The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, the
word "faith" defies a simple definition. It is at the
same time a technical word and an emotional word. It conjures up as many different images as there are people. To
use "faith" as Fowler has is a bold step. Our •first task
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will be to explore the definition and use of the word in
Fowler's work and compare it with that of others. We will
see that Fowler's use of the word can be misleading.
Second, the material Fowler presents is worth our
examination. The concept of readiness provides the foundation for putting his findings to work. In this second section we will be looking at the theory in the context of the
adolescent. One could develop a supportable argument for
any period of life being the most important in terms of
education. Most will admit, however, that the teen years
present a major challenge. While a teenager is no longer
a child, he is not quite yet an adult. Today treated like
the former and wanting to be the latter, tommorow he acts
the child though in the body of the adult.
Religious education deserves our best efforts. The
truth is, it goes on whether or not we plan for it. If
we can determine just what questions a seventeen-year-old
would love to ask, had he the chance and the courage, surely
we have made a giant step forward. And if we can understand
how they see the world -- because they do not view it as all
adults do -- we have made a second giant step towards the
goal.
And what is the goal? For Christian education it is
that the student will make a personal and intelligently
considered choice for (or against) Jesus Christ. Which
reminds us of one final point. Jesus recognized the need

for different approaches for a Gentile woman with a water
pot, a Jewish leader who took midnight strolls, a fisherman
with a hot temper and a shrewd businessman with an ultimately insatiable desire to make things go his way. He would
want us to be no less personal.

PART I
FAITH IN JAMES FOWLER'S STAGE THEORY

Chapter I:
FAITH AND JAMES FOWLER: A SURVEY

In a discussion of James Fowler's theory of faith
stage •development there looms a major prior question. What
does Fowler mean when he uses the word "faith?" The first
part of this paper will look at this question from three
aspects. First, his discussion of the term will be considered. Second, by examining the concept of stages and their
variables we will get a larger picture. Finally, a closer
look at the sixth stage, will give us a final aspect of
"faith" as used in Fowler's theory.
Fowler's Discussion of Faith
According to Fowler faith means
A

A disposition of the total self towards the Ultimate\
Environment
- In which trust and loyalty are invested in a center or centers of value and power
- Which order and give coherence to the force field
of life, and
- Which support and sustain (or qualify and relativize) our mundane or everyday •Commitments and
trusts
- Combining to give orientation, courage, meaning
and hope to our lives, and
- To unite us into communities of shared interpretations, loyalty and trust.1

5
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We must make several important points in order to better
understand this definition.
First, Fowler points out that unlike Greek, English
does not have a verb form for "faith." He suggests that we
correct this deficiency. "We need to think of faith as a
way of knowina, of construing, or of interpreting experience."
It refers to how a person relates to "the sources of power
and value which impinge on life in a manner not subject to
2
personal control."
Second, we must unpack the term "Ultimate Environment." Fowler speaks often of the multitude of forces which
break upon us throughout life. These range from environmental to human forces. These latter involve close associates, community or society at large. Yet there is an "outer
boundary," a "last cause," as it were.

This is the ultimate

environment. How we envision it either consciously or
unconsciously, and how we relate to it, describes our faith.
This ultimate environment cannot be seen or touched;
it must be constructed by the person or community. This
construct will change with the developing person or group
and it is this growth in which faith development theory
is interested.3
A further comment by Fowler ties in the idea of Ul-

timate Environment with the concept of centers of value and
power.

7
• Let us designate those images by which we holistic•
ally grasp the conditions of our existence with
the name images of the Ultimate Environment. And
let us point out that such images of the Ultimate
Environment derive their unity and their principle
coherence from a center (or centers) of value and
power to which persons of faith are attracted with
4
conviction
By "center of value and power" Fowler means a set
of things whose members might include nation, self, tribe,
family, •institutions, success, money, or sexuality among
other things. Just how centers of value and power are related to the Ultimate Environment is not clear. While in the
quotation above the Ultimate Environment seems to be determined by the centers to which one commits oneself, in other
places Fowler appears to say that the Ultimate Environment
5
Rather
determines our commitments to the Various centers.
than trying to determine which preceeds the other it is perhaps more useful to think of the Ultimate Environment as
the underlying and implicit world view which is illustrated
by one's explicit commitments to any number of centers of
value and power.
Yet these centers of value and power do influence us
Once chosen they carry a program of interpretations which
6 The
a person uses to re-order and re-direct the life.
choice of a center is not necessarily fixed. There are
numerous forces throughout life which will impact on the

image one has constructed. By using the terms "re-order"
and "re-direct," Fowler implies that these centers will
change in one's experience.
Fourth, by defining faith in the way in which he did,
Fowler intends to speak of a human universal. Man innately
has the capacity and need to organize and name that which he
encounters in the world. We cannot "escape the task of
forming tacit or explicit coherent images of our actionworlds." Perception allows the person to limit the selection of sensa which are available and cognition makes it
possible to organize them. This, claims Fowler, is the
function of every perceptually and cognitively mature person.
The extent of limiting and organizing is of course a function of the level of maturity. This process of ordering the
sensa which surround us each moment involves our investing
in "powerful images which unify our experience,"7 that is,
centers of value and power. Whether consciously or unconsciously, we are choosing these focal points which provide
the rules for the ordering of our lives.
Fifth, Fowler insists that faith connects the cognitive with the affective -- the "rational" with the "passional," to use his terms. It is not simply a matter of
constructing the transcendent, one "holds a disposition
over against" it. Faith involves the whole person.

Sixth, the process of ordering and directing our
life is social.
Faith is a relational matter. As we relate to the
conditions of our existence with acts of interpretive commitments we do so as persons also related
to and co-involved with companions whom we trust
8
and to whom we are loyal.
This relational aspect of faith is also spoken of by
Fowler as the "Outer Structure of faith" or as a "World
Maintenance." By this latter term he means "the holding together of a shared vision of reality in human communities."
Taking his cues from H. Richard Niebuhr, he underlines the
importance of faith, trust and confidence of man in each
other. Society must have "the continual emergence of fresh
apprehensions of excellence of being." According to Fowler
such apprehensions require a "transcendent source and center
of being, value and power."9 The society itself, as a
whole, must have faith in the center. Fowler is apparently
referring to a center which transcends all other foci individuals may have.
Finally, to speak of "outer structures of faith"
implies an equally important inner structure. This second
aspect will lead us to the discussion of stage development.
We saw that the outer has to do with one's relations with
others. The inner,- by comparison, has to do with the
person. It deals with knowing, both cognitively and

10
affectively. One usually thinks of faith as the outward
effect, notes Fowler. He recognizes such Biblical passages
as "faith without works is dead" and "by their fruits you
shall know them," as supporting such a concept. Yet one
acts as a function of what he knows, in relation to how one
interprets and weighs norms and values. So "faith as a
doing or being includes and flows from faith as a kind of
10
knowing." ,Fowler would say that faith works from the
inside out.
Faith as a
kind of knowing usually makes one think of content.
He identifies this aspect as the actual images,
values, beliefs, symbols and rituals of a person's
community's faith (which) is of central importance
in forming their behavior and shaping personality.11
Faith-knowing in this sense involves the whole person.
But Fowler identifies another aspect of faithknowing. While "that which is known and construed" is significant, "faith as a way of knowing and construing,"

12

must be considered. It is this part which reveals the inner
structure_o_f_f_a_i_th,_knowing. The same content might be
dealt with in very different ways by individuals with
different faith-knowing constructs. According to Fowler,
there is "some correlation between structural stages and the
possibility of grasping or being grasped by particular
beliefs,, ritual practices, and socioethical imperatives,

11

13
or in other words, centers of value and pawer.

Also,

unlike content, these structures do not appear to vary
from one person to another.
Before going to the stage concept, let us review
the meaning of faith in James Fowler's theory. Faith is
to be seen as a verb which indicates one's way of knowing
about and relating to his Ultimate Environment. In relation to others and because of confidence in others,
person chooses to trust one (or several) possible centers
of power and value which orders and directs the forces
which impact on him. This will in turn inform, and be
informed by, his image of the Ultimate Environment. The
inner involves both what is known and how one knows, while
the outer aspect of faith concerns how one acts towards and
relates to others.
Faith and Fowler's Stages
In James Fowler's words, a stage is
one of a sequence of formally describable 'styles'
of composing an Ultimate Environment, of commiting
the self to centers of Value and power, of symbolizing and expressing those commitments and of
relating them to the valued perspectives of
others.14
The stages are "heuristic models or lenses through which to

see and identify some aspects of a person's attitudes,
15 Because of the distinction
beliefs, values and actions."
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Fowler makes about the how and what of faith-knowing referred to above, this stage theory can describe "ways of being
in faith despite the great differences in the variety of
religious and non-religious content traditions in which
16
they may stand."
Fowler's theory of faith development grew from a
combination of events. While in graduate school he worked
in a center for the continuing education of clergy and
for lay retreats. During over two hundred interviews of
participants in the programs he began to see similar patterns in the life stories. Erik Erikson's eight stages of
the human life cycle served as a model to organize these
stories.
After returning to Harvard the next year, Fowler
became acquainted with Laurence Kohlberg's work on moral
development. Kohlberg "devised a theory of moral development which shows a sequence of stages in the way people
17 Kohlberg's
construct social or interpersonal reality.n
inspiration came from another structural-developmentalist
who had laid much of the groundwork in that field. Jean
Piaget began working with children and adolescents over
50 years ago. He was primarily interested in the cognitive
development of the child and defined four general eras of
mental growth: sensorimotor, preoperational, concrete
operations and formal operations.
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Fowler owes much to these two earlier theorists.
He lists three areas where his findings agree with theirs.
First, all three see a stage "as a structural whole of integrated operations of thought and valuing that is available
,;18 Second, like Kohlberg and
to a person at a given time.
Piaget, his stages are hierarchical, sequential and invariant. Though he makes philosophical claims for their universality, he has not tested this aspect in cross-cultural
interviews and therefore does.•not claim it. Kohlberg and
Piaget do say their theories are universal. Third, faith
development results from a person's interaction with the
environment. The important point here is the interchange
between self and surroundings providing a "middle of the
road" between the behaviorist and the psychoanalyst.
Fowler also identifies what he sees as the major
difference between his theory and those of Piaget and Kohlberg. According to Fowler, both of his collegues "claim .
that cognitive structures can serve as a basis for describ19 H
disagrees
ing the sequence of developmental stages."
with this as well as Piaget's stronger position of the
20
theoretical separation of cognition and affection.
"Faith, as we are studying it,

.," writes Fowler, "is

a structured set of operations in which cognition and
affection are inextricably bound together. In faith, the
'rational' and the 'passional' are fused." 21
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Fowler and his associates use the semi-clinical
interview, also used by Piaget, to determine an individual's
stage of development. During the interview the questioner
must deal with two levels. He needs to hear the content
and understand what the individual is saying. Yet, at
the same time, he wants to hear "through" •the content for
the structural level. Fowler refers to the first level as
a person's systematic theology while the second is "a kind
of epistemology of faith."22
In/order to better see this structure of faith,
Fowler •and his associates have found it necessary to identify certain variables within the structure of the stages.
These might be called the componant parts of faith. They
each have their own separate development but form a complete
.

stage when united with the other variables. In as much as
the stages are essentially defined by these variables, they
become instrumental in determining just what faith is in
the context of Fowler's stages.
There are seven of these variables which help in
23
seeing the faith structure ot an individual. First, "The
Form of Logic" is based on Piaget's research. The cognitive
functions of each level represent a necessary but insufficient tool for the area of faith development. Fowler
recognizes that this might indicate a cognitive core to
the theory he proposes. He denies that this one variable is
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paramount, however. He merely notes that other variables
do not appear without the corresponding logical development.
Second is the area of role taking. Fowler bases
this dimension on the work of Harvard's Robert Selman. Dr.
Selman's research focuses on the ability of people to take
on the viewpoint of others. Through Stage 3 Fowler follows
this theory closely. In the latter stages he extends
Selman's work to include the ability to see a group, groups,
or traditions other than one's own.
•
Third is the "Form of Moral Judgment." These are
essentially the stages identified in Lawrence Kohlberg's
research. The correlation of the stages, though not directly one-to-one, illustrates the relatedness of faith development with other areas of human growth.
Fourth, "The Forms of World Coherence" refers to a
person's method of conceiving of, or representing, the
patterns he perceives in his Ultimate Environment. For the
child at Stage 1 the world is seen in a series of unrelated
episodes.

When he has developed to Stage 4, the world-view

is an explicit, systematic philosophy which freely employs
abstract concepts.
Fifth, Fowler identifies the "Bounds of Social
Awareness." This has to do with one's awareness of those
around him. As one develops he will recognize a widening
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sphere of influence. Eventually one begins to recognize a
degree of "class-boundedness" though it appears that this
does not occur before Stage 5.
Sixth, the "Locus of Authority" identifies how one
relates to, relies on or interprets the sources of authority he encounters in life. The authority figure recognized
by a person, or the way, a person accepts or interprets the
authority figure, changes substantially from the earlier to
latter stages.
Finally there is the "Role of Symbols." These
symbols range from words to ritual, myths, concepts, metaphores and others. Faith knowing, especially in terms of
an Ultimate Environment, requires dealing with ideas which
can only be seen in abstract terms.
Leroy Howe, Professor of Theology and Pastoral
Care at Perkins School of Theology in Dallas, Texas has
summarized well the intent of these seven variables while
indicating some weaknesses:
As has been alluded to already, it is not wholly
clear how one is to construe all of these seven
aspects in reference to the one underlying structure which is called faith. On the one hand, Fowler
appears to maintain that it is the coordinating of
all seven which is constitutive of the structure.
On the other hand, those aspects which draw specifically upon the work of Piaget, Selman and Kohlberg
play an ambiguous role in the scoring of the faith
development interviews themselves. No score is to
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be assigned on the Piaget and Kohlberg aspects, and
the Selman material undergoes some considerable
modification before it is scored. It would seem,
therefore, that the structure of Faith might best
be brought into view by reference to the aspects
or forms of world coherence, bounds of social
awareness, loci of authority, and modes of symbolic
functioning, with the stage descriptions thereby
generated simply correlated in passing with the
stages of cognitive moral and role-taking development described by other writers.
Therefore, following Howe, faith is delineated in Fowler's
theory by a person's bounds of social awareness, his form
of world coherence, the modes of symbolic fuactioning
able to him and his loci of authority. Stated in more
concise terms, faith has to do with what a person perceives
to be his social (and Ultimate) Environment, how he perceives it, refers to it, and evaluates it.
At this point we should examine the six stages as
described ,by Fowler. The book Life Maps offers the most
25
comprehensive presentation to date.
In this book,
Fowler discusses each stage in light of the seven variables.
This summary will draw primarily from this source and will
follow the same format. The variables will be in the order
they appear above.
Fowler has labeled each stage with names which identify but hardly describe. They are Intuitive-Projective,
Mythic-Literal, Synthetic Conventional, Individuating-
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Reflexive, Paradoxical-Consolidative, and Universalizing.
Dr. McBride, of the National Catholic Educational Association in Washington, D.C., proposes the following names for
the stages: poetic, rational, ecumenical, personalizing,
tension-bearing, and universalizing. These may be useful
as we examine each. Describing seven variables in six
stages can be tedious. A chart in the appendix maps out
the theory and perhaps will clarify this material. Here
we will follow a fictitious Sally through each part of
Fowler's theory. The earlier stages require a more complete
description. In later ones the variables contain slight
modifications and additions and will not be as long.
Intuitive-Projective (poetic).• We start our observations of Sally, when she is four and just beginning Stage
1. At seven or eight she will have entered Stage 2.
1.

Sally is logically preoperational; that is,

she cannot reason inductively or deductively. She most
likely cannot even say those words.
2.

Like all children her age she is truely

egocentric. When she sees her mother cry or laugh she
imitates the mood. Yet when she asks Sally not to do
something because it hurts her mother, Sally cannot
comprehend.
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3.

Sally thinks she is a "badder" girl for

breaking twelve cups accidently while helping her mother
clean house, than when she breaks one while disobeying.
Actions are judged "good" and "bad' not by moral criteria
but by physical consequences.
4.

When she relates her day to her father,

she tells a mixture of episodes with no causal or temporal
relationships.
•

5,6. Sally thinks only of• her immediate family

and closest associates. She accepts the authority of her
parents because of their size and her dependence on them
for nurture and security.
7. When Sally's older brother Pete, tore up
a picture she drew of God, one reason she was angry was
that she equated the picture with God. This is the way
children her age understand symbols.
Mythic Literally (rational). Sally now is eight.
From the age of six or seven until eleven or twelve she
will •primarily think at this level. It is possible that
throughout adolescence and adulthood she will function at
this level though primarily this stage covers middle to
late childhood.
1. Sally's form of logic is now concrete
operational. She can make simple predictions. For example,
she knows that if she leaves the door open the dog will
escape.
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2.

Sally and Pete get along a little better

now because she can recognize that he might see something
from a little different view point.
3.

She and Pete make deals concerning chores.

But if he does not keep his part of the bargain, she crys
"That's not fairi"
4.

Sally is very fond of stories and of relat-

ing incidences which happened to her during the day. This
stems from her ability to see causal relationships.
5.

Sally is of course in school and in church

youth clubs. These new memberships have enlarged her view
of the world. The adults in each of these groups are her
authority figures though there are some that she does
not obey quite as readily. Though not consciously, she is
beginning to indicate personal choices and preferences.
7. When she describes God, she uses anthropomorphic imagery a great deal. Her pictures of God,_show a
man usually dressed in yellow.
Synthetic-Conventional (ecumenical). Sally is now
an adolescent. From about eleven or twelve she has been
at this stage. She might begin the transition to Stage 4
at about seventeen or eighteen though many adults are best
described by this stage.
1. Sally has now entered formal operations. She
can form a hypothosis and think about abstract propositions
(but she still hates algebra and geometry).
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2,3. What others think of her has become very
important. This is very typical of her friends as well, and
indicates their newly acquired perspective. This new ability forms the basis of her morality too. Sally eagerly desires to please her teachers and parents and in some cases
•

her friends even more so.
1. Sally sees and organizes life in light of
ideals she gathers from her group and which she only tacidly
holds.
5,6. Very typically, Sally belongs to a clique.
Her identity is a function of this group. She does have a
few individual friends apart from those closest associates,
but she would not be caught dead with them in their group.
"They're wierd" sufficiently explains such a position. The
teachers which are "okay" and worthy of being authority
figures are to a large degree chosen by the clique based on
trustworthyness, sincerity and genuineness.
7. According to Fowler,
The individual of Stage 3 understands metaphor
and double entendres and is prepared to allow
symbols to affect him or her at a variety of
levels simultaneously. There is typically a
precritical or "naive" apprehension of the
symbol. 26
Individuative-Reflexive (personalizing). Sally,
at age 25 is well into Stage 4.‘ She began the transition
at age eighteen when she realized that Stage 3 left her
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with inconsistencies. Many adults remain at this level.
In any case, it is unlikely she will change before her
thirties or fourties.
1,2. With full formal operations, Sally is
now capable of the self-evaluation which comes at this
stage. Sally enjoys meeting with her young adult group as
this provides input by which to judge herself.
3.

Sally functions at Kohlberg'i principle

Stage 5. Fowler describes people at this stage in these
words: "Though beyond the'law and order' stage, they
do not as yet have non-relativist principles for adjudicating moral dilemas."27
4.

With all the self-evaluation she does, Sally

has formed an organized world view. It is important to Sally that this remain intact. In fact, if necessary she will
hold on to preconceived ideas and caricatures of other
groups. Though they are included in her world view, unlike
at stage 3, these other groups are not as important to
Sally as her own church membership.
6.

Because Sally does so much thinking and

self-evaluation, she finds her own ideology being the norm
with which to judge authority figures.
7.

Sally looks at the symbols within her reli-

gion and generally translates them into their basic concepts.
Ideas and propositions are more important to her.

23
Paradoxical-Consolidative (tension-bearing). Sally
has reached mid-life. At forty-five she is just beginning
to recognize that Stage 4 did not solve all difficulties.
Amanda, a thirty-three year old acquaintance of hers,
due to the loss of several very close family members in
racial uprisings, has made the transition to Stage 5 much
earlier. This is not uncommon when such conflicts are
experienced in life.
1,2,3. Sally sees polarities now and can deal
with them. No. longer does she caricature other groups but
recognizes that there may be some value in them. Her moral
reasoning is principled.
4,5. Now that Sally sees different angles, she
also recognizes that there are paradoxes. Though s'trongly
against communism, during a trip to eastern European
countries, she recognized that most citizens of those
countries have the same needs, concerns and values as she.
This she accepts though she does not know how to explain it.
She has begun to see that community includes all people.
6.

Authority is more and more internalized but

Sally does have ever widening criteria by which she judges
authority figures.
7.

Sally, though still demythologizing as be-

fore, has begun to see value in symbols. She has learned
to see reality from a new perspective through them.

24
Universalizing faith. Sally is truely a remarkable
individual. She is now in her late sixties.
1-7. Sally no longer experiences any paradox.
Oneness and unity describe her outlook on life. In fact,
each of the variables seem to center on the idea of coherance and unity. Her work for familys in the inter city
has led to her essentially identifying with them in love,
concerns, and needs. She experiences no social bounds.
Authority rests in herself and has no trace of egotistic
striving. She can creatively use symbols, recognizing the
concepts behind them and the value of the symbol itself.
In closing this section on stages we should note
four warnings Fowler offers concerning the use of the
stages. First, they are not pigeon holes in which to stuff
people. They only show some aspects of a person's life.
Second, the stages should not be used as an achievement
scale or a model used to accelerate growth. A person
at one stage is not to be considered "better" than one at
another. They are only different in the way they make sense
of their world. Third, each stage offers only a snapshot
of a dynamic process. Even the process of "taking the
picture" can motivate development, as the researchers have
discovered during many interviews. Finally, stages are not
analogus to a staircase. Progress often involves a painful
process. A person comes apart to a degree and must reconstruct at the new level.

25
Faith and Stage 6
The third way we will examine faith is by looking
at the end form, the Stage 6 universalizing faith. This
stage has been the most nebulous, principally due to the
fact that very few people achieve it. Yet, in a sense,
it is the starting Point for the theory. In order to see
the progressive steps, the normative endpoint should be
defined.
An article by Fowler in Religious Education
entitled "Stage 6 and the Kingdom of God" explains Stage 6
most fully. He starts with the following basic description
quoted from an earlier article:
Stage 6 is exceedingly rare. The persons best
described by it have generated faith compositions
in which their felt sense of an ultimate environment is inclusive of all being. They have become
incarnators and actualizers of the spirit of an
inclusive and fulfilled human community.
They are "contagious" in the sense that they
create zones of liberation from the social, political, economic and ideological shackles we place
and endure on human futurity. Living with felt
participation in a power that unifies and transforms
the world, Universalizers are often experienced
as subversive of the structures (including religious
structures) by which we sustain our individual and
corporate survival, security and significance. Many
persons in this stage die at the hands of those whom
they hope to change. Universalizers are often more
honored and revered after death than during their
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lives. The rare persons who may be described by
this stage have a special grace that makes them
seem more lucid, more simple, and yet somehow more
fully human than the rest of us. Their community
is universal in extent. Particularities are cheris-hedbecause they are vessels of the universal,
and thereby valuable apart from any utilitarian
considerations. Life is both loved and held to
loosely. Such persons are ready for fellowship with
persons at any of the other stages and from any
other faith tradition.28
Lest one begin to think men like the Ayatollah Khomeini or
Jim Jones might qualify for Stage 6 faith, Fowler stresses
community which includes all people, commitment to justice
and love for all people, and passion which selflessly seeks
transformation for the world, not in their image, but
according to divine transcendent will.29
The last three words just quoted, "divine and transcendent" introduce us to a basic part of the Stage 6 faith.
It is "derived initially from a theological formulation of
the central thrust of Biblical faith." 30 This will be
examined more carefully later.
Several lines of thought which Fowler presents in
sustaining his position of Stage 6 need to be examined.
The first is that of "radical monotheism," a concept he
attributes to H. Richard Niebuhr. Radical monotheism means
more than just those religious traditions which are founded
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on the conviction of God's oneness. For Neibuhr, radical
monotheism "means a faith relationship characterized by
31
total trust in and loyalty to the principle of being."
It is a faith in the transcendent and reciprocal reality
of God. All symbols, systems, traditions and forms of
religious and ethical life are seen in response to and
relative to the reality of the Kingdom of God in the radically monotheistic faith.
God (the sovereign reality with which we humans
have to deal in life, whether we know it or acknowledge it
or not,) is the determinative center of power and value in
the concept of radical monotheism. In fact, all other
attachments to other centers are interrupted. "This
includes gods of nation, self, tribe family, institution,
success, money or sexuality." These become "proximal goods,"
ultimate in no sense. In radical monotheism all being is
unified in a commonwealth based on the ultimate being of a
Sovereign God. All divisions between persons are seen as
manmade and having nothing to do with value and worth. This
is not saying all become alike, an homogenous whole. Rather
32

there is "a richly plural and highly variegated" unity.

The being of humanity is united within the sovereign Being
of God within the Kingdom of God.
Fowler recognized the objections to radical monotheism as a basis for a normative faith theory. "How does
he think he can take a Jewish Christian image of faith in
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the Kingdom of God and generalize it to serve as the normative and descriptive endpoint of a supposedly formal and
inclusive theory of faith development? "33 He answers this
objection by looking at three types of claims. First, he
proposes to look carefully at the concept of the "absoluteness of the particular." Second, he explores the claim
that the Kingdom of God is an eschatological reality.
Third, he takes a look at how seriously people are willing
to accept the idea of revelation.
Absoluteness of the Particular. The term "absoluteness of the particular" refers to those moments of a tradition when something transcendent and universal is communicated through a particular such as a common person, people
or thing. God's choice of the Jews, or of Paul or Mary
or any number of other people used for a divine purpose in
history illustrates the principle. By absoluteness, Fowler
intends that which bears "the quality of ultimacy." A
religious tradition has absoluteness to the degree that it
is faithful to the revelation of the "ultimate conditions
of existence;" that is, the divine character. He makes two
important clarifications. Absoluteness is not to be confused with the absolutes of a tradition which he identifies
as being the myths, symbols, doctrines, propositions, etc.
of the given tradition. These attempt to communicate the
quality of the transcendent and are therefore subject to
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error. Second, absoluteness in the sense of an ultimate,
transcendent quality, is not exclusivistic. The divine
character can be revealed in different degrees by various
ways in numerous traditions. Rather than each claiming
exclusive universal truth and validity, Fowler calls for
inter-faith exchange. Each needs the objective evaluation
of other traditions to help distinguish absoluteness from
the absolutes of one's religion.
In the context of what has just been said, Fowler
claims that the Stage 6 universalizing faith is a legitimate norm for testing other faith traditions. He sees the
theory as an expression of a radically monotheistic faith;
a "major moment of absoluteness" in the Christian tradition.
Eschatological Kingdom of God, The Second point
Fowler makes concerns the eschatological character of the
Kingdom of God. He identifies the vocation of humanity as
being part of the proclamation of the futurity of persons.
"The human vocation in response to the coming Kingdom of
God is to live so as to honor -- in others and in oneself -the futurity grounded in the promises of the faithful sovereign God."34 It is primarily the Christian and the Jew
who have the vision of the Kingdom of God and who have the
responsibility of witness. Such a witness is three-fold.
First, they are to live as "pioneers" of the kingdom, giving
form and substance to the concept. Second, they must
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communicate that this is the future of all people, whether
or not those who are best accept the tradition. Third,
Christians must point out the "human capacity for distorting
our apprehensions of, and our efforts to respond to, the
coming Kingdom."35 That is, sin as a "personal, corporate
and cosmic" reality must be stressed.
The Importance of Revelation. The-final point is on
revelation. Because he places such a large agenda on the
Judeo-Christian tradition, he is also saying a great deal
about revelation. He poses the following question in this
context:
How prepared are we, in this era of ecumenical conversation and of secularistic relativism, to own
and honor revelation as the source of absoluteness
in our religious traditions?36
Fowler, in this concluding point, states that revelation, true revelation, discloses a single, universal
truth. This truth has implications for our life. Lt--di
closes the character of ultimate reality and is not bound to
one tradition. All of our interpretations of this truth
will be partial and inadequate in light of radically monotheistic faith, yet they are approaches to absoluteness
which are meant to be comprehended. Stage 6 "represents the
futurity to which are called," the "culmination of growth in
37
grace."
If one does not reach this goal now, it will be
•
,
realized in the eschatological Kingdom of God.
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Let us summarize Fowler's four points.
1. Whether one acknowledges it or not, there is
a determinitive center of power and value which
is the sovereign reality with which we humans
have to deal in life.38
2.

God works through human particulars which

become moments of religious tradition and which transcend
all symbols communicating it and is not exclusivistic.
3.

The futurity of the Kingdom of God is

reality for all humanity whether or not they recognize tN
and therefore the responsibility of witness to that Kingdom rests on all Christians and Jews.
4.

\

Revelation -- if it truly is revelation
constitutes a disclosure of the character of
//
ultimate reality, and of its implications for /
the shape of our lives -- which is true and
true universally.39
These statements that Fowler makes can only be seen
as valid in a context of Christian Faith. As we pointed out
above faith in the sense of loyalty and trust is invested
in centers of power and trust. People choose these in
reaction and in relation to one's interaction with other
people. The center or centers one chooseswill be a function of what they have experienced in the environment and
how this has been perceived and organized by them. Fowler's
faith, or way-of-being-in-relation to the Ultimate Environment he has construed is informed by his investing faith
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in the center of trust and loyalty called Christian religious tradition based upon the Biblical revelation. Because of this, the theory he proposes can have no formative
end point other than that based upon that tradition. He
writes the following in respect to this point:
Contrary to what many of the readers and critics of
the faith development theory may have thought, the
normative endpoint in Universalizing faith is not
the result of an abstract construction, based on a
philosophical amalgamation of the normative visions
of a number of different traditions. In that kind
of construction, overtly or covertly there would
have been some principle other than that revelation
serving as determinative. Rather, as I remarked
at some length earlier, the vision of culminating
faith, which constitutes the normative character of
Stage 6, derives from an effort to take seriously
the generalizable truth of a radically monotheistic
faith in the coming Kingdom of God.40
Faith, when seen from the vantage point of Stage 6,
therefore, is ultimately tied into Radical Monotheism which
is directly from a Judeo-Christian tradition.

Chapter II:
FOWLER AND HIS CRITICS

Reaction to James Fowler's theory has been generally
favorable. However some reviewers have raised various objections covering points such as style, method, content
and conclusions. Four reactions illustrating these viewpoints will be examined.
In the book Values and Moral Development, a symposium edited by Thomas C. Hennessy, Fowler wrote the chapter
"Stages in Faith: The Structural Developmental Approach,"
to which Dr. James E. Hennessy and Dr. Alfred McBride reacted.1
Alfred McBride: "Fear about Procedure"
Dr. McBride is the director of the National Forum
of Religious Educators at the National Catholic Educational
Association in Washington, D.C. His reaction is entitled
"Fear about Procedure." He first offers two positive observations. McBride applauds Fowler for beginning with
the assumption that faith deserves legitimate psychological
study. He appreciates the "possible perspective on the
stages or structures of faith knowing." 2 He also finds the
chart a "useful model" for thinking about faith development.
After giving these positive nods in Dr. Fowler's
direction, he presents two criticisms. First, he denies
that the theory is a "verified developmental package"
33
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"Interviews

which he fears some educators will assume.

with 118 persons 3 in a comparatively brief period of time
can scarcely be called adequate research and hardly be

permitted to yield the voluble conclusions of the study.11 4
Second,.McBride critiques the chart itself as well.

The variables "begin to possess, on second look, a univocal

quality and not an intrinsic complexity in themselves.11 5
He uses the authority variable as an example.

Whereas

there are at least three major dynamics in the area of au�
thority-subject relationships which developmental psychology
recognizes, Fowler focuses on only one.
see authority figures as

II

just there,

11

While some people
a given part of

nature, others see them as an adversary figure.

A third

group see authority as dialective of restraint and free
will.

McBride accuses Fowler of referring to only the

adversary aspect.
A further critique concerns the neatness of the
chart.

It is too logical.

McBride fears a logical con

struct has been imposed on people.

Rather than patiently

observing and interviewing, seeking a pattern of faith
knowing which discloses itself, he claims that Fowler has
taken the last step first.

He accuses Fowler of building

upon the findings" of Kohlberg while ignoring the evaluation
that others have made of Kohlbergs work.

McBride closes

by making the following seven suggestions.
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1.
2.

Take more time and obtain adequate data.
Go back to the theologians and mystics and
isolate many more of their questions and responses
about the subject of faith (I detected a distinctly
Tillichian perspective on faith in this study. I
admire Tillich, but I think a topic of such depth
deserves evidence from many other heavyweights -vis., Augustine, Aquinas, Luther, Richard Rolle
and Thomas Merton).
3. Soften the equation between development and
stages.
4. Find the inherent order that reveals itself
rather than imposing a logical construct on the
respondents.
5. Take more than a univocal view of the five
variables. Furthermore, allow that other variables
may be waiting in the wings.
6. Liberate the gentle reader from thinking that
data from verbal responses in a test is anything
less than ambiguous.
7. This may seem redundant, but find the uniqueness
of the topic. It needs to be refined. The type of
ideas expressed by people on it must be distinguishable from their ideas of other topics. It is not
clear what is being tested: intelligence, verbal
ability, breadth of a person's literary background,
amount of reflection of social issues, or -- as is
suggested -- faith.6
James Hennessy: "Stages in Faith or Stages in Commitment"
Dr. James Hennessy's reaction to James Fowler questions the terminology more than the method. Hennessy is
Associate Professor of Theology at St. Peter's College in
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Jersey City, New Jersey. In contrast to the previous
critique, •this author writes that "the research is careful,
ingenious and in certain respects daring.m 7
Dr. Hennessy recognizes the two-fold aspect of
faith that Fowler points out and warns against confusing
them. Most people when they hear the word "faith" think of
the Christian or divine grace -- the "mystery of grace" as
Hennessy calls it. Fowler calls this the content and it
cannot be neatly mapped out in stages. Yet faith has a
"human history." As an individual receives the divine
grace it grows within him and is manifested in the life.
Daily circumstances mediate this faith and it is this
"natural history" to which Fowler's stages refer. After
thus explainin'g the realm of the faith stage theory, Hennessy begins to question the theory on the next step.
While most see this second aspect of faith in a Christian
context, Fowler claims that it applies to anybody's "ultimate truth and supreme value."8
Fowler derives his theology on this point from
Tillich. The theologian defines faith as the state of being
ultimately concerned. Hennessy notes that Tillich later
used the term "'quasi-religious' to stand for such phenomena as communism, nationalism or scientism when these are
characterized by a kind of ultimacy of devotion and serve
as a life-orienting world-vision."9
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It is at this point that Hennessy questions Fowler's
argument. Can one really compare a Christian and a communist, to choose two examples? If yes, he proposes that
rather than faith-stages they should be called stages of
commitment. If no, then one really must specify which
"faith" one is evaluating. He lists several advantages to
doing so, such as being able to use specific language,
studying a more homogenous sampling, and including content
in the evaluation of each "faith-group."
Finally, Hennessy stresses that a faith stage-theory
must not be too rigidly imposed on a person. "Each human
person is mysterious, God is the Mystery, and His ways
with men are beyond our calculating. I feel sure Professor
10
Fowler would agree."
Sam Keen: Centering Verses Non-Centering.
Sam Keen, who has taught at Princeton Theological
Seminary and Louisville Presbyterian Seminary and is
presently Consulting Editor at Psychology Today has offered,
in an intriguing style, his critique of Fowler. He primarily disagrees with Fowler's style, preferring a more specific definition of faith and a less structured approach.
Rather than seeing faith as a centering principle, Keen is
"concerned with that basic trust that allows me to lose my
integrity, to be a joyful fraction, to be eccentric, not to
have my center myself. In Nietzsche's terms, trust is the
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confidence that the center is everywhere."

11

We notice

first Keen's choice of the word trust instead of Fowler's
faith. He defines this term in these words:
Trust is manifested in a gradual or sudden yielding
of the illusion of control and the concomitant loss
of character and transformaion of personality.
What this means experientially is that the more I
trust, the less I have to tie everything together.
Trust allows me to tolerate plurality in the body
and the body politic. Emotionally, it means I
do not have to be consistent. I can contain many
12
contradictions.
Keen sees Fowler's model as "subtly gnostic." "It
glorifies the man of knowledge rather than the man of
13
trust and the man of compassion."
For Keen, understanding is not so important as
trusting. He wants less structure, less centering, and more
room for letting go of the reins. Actually, his definition
of trust would qualify as an ultimate concern or a center
of value and power. No doubt, Fowler could see evidence of
perhaps Stage 4 or 5 in Keen's reaction. Yet his comments
illustrate in the first person what Hennessy and McBride
noted above. Man is mysterious; he resists categories.
Keen does not like the fit of any of them.
_Walter Conn: Affection and Structure.
Finally, Walter Conn, Associate Professor of Religious Studies at Villanova University, criticizes Fowler
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for dividing the affective and cognitive elements of man.
He recognizes that Fowler accuses Piaget and Kohlberg for
this very act while describing faith as combining these two
elements. Conn argues that despite Fowler's claim that the
affective must not be severed from the Cognitive he proceeds
to do so by allowing the latter to rule by "focusing on
faith as a kind of knowing." 14 He quotes a passage of
Fowler's which illustrates the problem:
As one examines this chart reflectively, it may
seem that the dynamic which lies at the heart of
faith -- namely, a centering affection, an organizing love, a central object of loyalty and trust
is missing. And this is true. To note this is to
be reminded again of the formal and structural
focus of this stage theory. It is this formal
character which gives the theory the possiblity of
being applied to a variety of different religious
traditions with a variety of contents as regards
prescribed beliefs, values, attitudes and behaviors.
"This passage . •

according to Conn, "suggests

a confusion between 'contents' and the 'dynamic which lies
at the heart of faith. ,,,16 Conn holds that to have a valid
structural approach which has "cognitive-affective evaluative-committed faith as its object" one cannot omit the
dynamic.17 The trust, loyalty, "centuring affection"
have a structure as well as does the cognitive.
Whether the affective has its own structure or
shares one with the cognitive, the "holistic approach"
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must not neglect this element.
Rather- than being tied to the 'contents of
one tradition, such a holistic approach would be
fully appropriate to every tradition, for all
traditions of faithing have affective (love,
trust, loyalty) as well as cognitive dimensions. 18

Chapter III
FAITH AND THE THEOLOGIANS

The crux of our discussion thus far has focused on
one word and one man. Yet the topic of faith has been relevant for centuries. Though an exhaustive study would be
well beyond the bounds of this paper, we need to consider
the issue from some other angles. Following a brief look
at the Biblical concept of faith, we will survey four theologians who have thought and written on the subject.
First, we will see what Paul Tillich has written
concerning faith. He presents a broad understanding of
faith as seen by a theologian. He taught at Union Theological Seminary, Harvard University Divinity School and at the
University of Chicago after coming to the United 'States in
1933. Second, Lewis Joseph Sherrill's work will be examined.
As a religious educator, Sherrill deals primarily with the
Christian faith and does so in the context of growth. He
has taught at Union theological Seminary and Louisville
Presbyterian Seminary. Third, C. Ellis Nelson examines
faith in a cultural context. The community provides the
"incubator" and "spotlight" for faith in Nelson's view.
He also held positions at Union and Louisville. The final
scholar we will question on the topic of faith is Robert
McAfee Brown. He is a liberation theologian who sees faith
in terms of commitment and action and thereby provides a
41
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jumping off point for our application of Fowler's theory.
He also taught at Union as well as at Macalester College in
Minnesota and at Stanford.
The Bible: Relationship and Commitment.
These men have a common starting point for their
discussions: the Bible. Yet they will take some different
turns. Before looking at these four positions we will take
a short look at the concept of faith in Scripture.
Biblically, faith has nothing to do with believing
what cannot be proved. Rather it refers to a right relationship with God. There are cases where the word refers to the
Christian religion, but these a're few.1

The etymology

reaches back to the Old Testament idea of firmness, reliability or steadfastness. "To believe is to hold on to something firmly with conviction and confidence.n

2

"It concerns

will rather than intellect or emotions. It is trust rather
than belief."

3

The steadfastness resides in the object of

faith and by accepting the object, the person also becomes
faithful or steadfast.
There are two aspects to "having faith.

First,

it signifies the act by which one takes hold of God. Second,
it means the rendering of a person firm and reliable. In
either case, God's act makes the difference.
One often turns first to the book of Hebrews when
considering faith from a Biblical standpoint. The eleventh
chapter stands out as a classic of the topic. We see
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illustrated in this "honor roll of the faithful" both
aspects mentioned above. Each of these saints were
ultimately trustworthy, steadfast. But they were made so
through a prior commitment to, and relationship with, God.
Abraham did not begin his journey on a whim. A God with
whom he was previously acquainted directed him. Joseph
was confident in the Lord's deliverance of Israel because
He knew how God had worked in his life.
Faith in the Bible includes relationship and commitment. One not only believes but believes in. The
person who has faith acts upon the commitment. Faith
carries implications for the lifestyle.
Paul Tillich: Faith as Ultimate Concern:
Because James Fowler bases his concept of faith to
a great degree on Paul Tillich's work, it is important to
look at just what this theologian says. To Tillich, faith
is the state of being ultimately concerned. This means
the investment of one's whole person in a concern which
one takes to be ultimate. "It happens in the center of the
personal life and includes all its elements. Faith is the
most centered act of the human mind."4 Obviously to make
this commitment means taking a risk, for to invest all of
one's being in a person or a thing means subordinating
all other demands. Should the object of one's faith proove
to be periferal and not ultimate, the meaning of life, the
ordering medium, is destroyed.
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Man as a finite being seeks out the infinite, the
unconditioned. "Man is driven toward faith by his awareness of the infinite to which he belongs, but which he does
not own like a possession."5 It is only the ultimate which
produces total fulfillment. That which is finite and conditioned can never do so.
We can see that the content of faith, its object,
though having great significance for the believer, does not
really matter for the definition. One may choose "nation"
for example, as the object of faith. Throughout history,
people have given total dedication to this "god.

But

eventually it will be seen that the nation is itself finite
and unable to offer the promised fulfillment.
A prime indicator that nation, in our example,
cannot be an ultimate content is that it is an object that
can be approached by a finite mind. Ultimately it will be
examined as subject. Disappointment and disillusionment
will result. In the truly ultimate and unconditional,
subjectivity and objectivity are combined; that which is
known is only so because it is itself the source of the
knowledge. Neither nation, success, wealth nor any other
finite concern can make such a claim.•
Because faith involves risk, doubt is an ever present part of true faith. This is not to say that doubt is
always actual. Rather, its construct underlies faith and
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the possibility exists. Often a community of faith creates
a creed outlining the correct content to be believed. "The
concept of the 'infallibility' of a decision by a council
or a bishop or a book excludes doubt as an element of faith
in those who subject themselves to these authorities."6
There is no risk. One may struggle in deciding to submit
to the regimen. But it is static faith. It implies a
misunderstanding of faith. It equates it with knowledge
or belief. "If faith is understood as belief that something
is true, doubt is incompatible with the act of faith. If
faith is understood as being ultimately concerned, doubt
is a necessary element in it. It is a consequence of the
risk of faith.7
Faith is not a form of knowledge. It is not "an
act of knowledge that has a low degree of evidence.n 8
Knowledge has to do with history, science, psychology.
Preliminary evidence is not taken as a matter of faith but
rather as tentative belief. Faith does not deal with such
issues. Faith is a matter of ultimate concern. How both
faith and knowledge deal with certitude will illustrate
the difference between them. With knowledge, one can be
certain either by an emperical proof appealing to the
senses or by the form •of logical argument. However, faith
does not have to dowith such proofs. Rather, it is an
"existential" issue. All of man's existence is involved.
There are two elements in the certitude of faith.
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First,
which is not a risk but a certainty about one's own
being, namely, being related to something ultimate
or unconditional; the other, which is a risk and
involves doubt and courage, namely, the surrender
to a concern which is not really ultimate and may
be destructive if taken as ultimate.9
Lewis Joseph Sherrill: Faith and Personal Growth
Lewis Joseph Sherrill visualized faith as manifested
in either of two ways: man can have faith in Jesus Christ
or he may have faith in anything else. Though this sounds
similar to what-we have seen so far there is a difference.
For Sherrill, "faith" in each case is not the same. Rather,
what one confronts here is two kinds of faith. And the author does not let one guess the "better" of the two. Growth
as an individual depends upon Faith in God; we will distinguish the two by capitalizing the "better" kind.
For Sherrill, Faith exists in a cultural context.
Though Faith in God per se does not start at birth, eventual
trust in God develops later as a function of one's trust
in parents and other authority figures, which does begin
at birth. "The emotional life of the individual as infant
and child determines the kind of religion which he can
respond to and make his own."10
As one develops throughout life he is'faced with
crisis and confrontations. "In principle, three ways are
open in periods of crisis: to go forward beyond the stage
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Which one has already reached; or to stay where one is;
or to retreat to a still earlier and lower stage."11

Sher-

rill uses the term "shrinking back," taken from the Epistle
to the Hebrews, to refer to the second and third alternatives. The opposite of this shrinking back or unbelief is
Faith. Therefore, a person of Faith will meet crises and,
consciously or unconsciously, will recognize God confronting him in the situation and will move forward.
"faith" (with a.small "f"Y "hinders growth because
it functions in such a way as to seal off those very areas
12
of the self which most sorely need God.
"faith" consists
in unbelief in God and seeks fulfillment in other lesser
centers.
"Faith," in the life of an individual will ultimately mean "utter trust" in God. It cannot be forced but
comes from the deep places of the soul, arising from man.
This Faith is built on facts, the meaning of which have
been carefully sought out so that one is convinced. It is
13
the surest knowledge a man could possess. Faith requires
the response of the total person and concerns the Kingdom
of God, where He is sovereign over the whole individual.
Christian faith commences at the moment when
affectionate trust begins to be given to Christ.
But faith is more than the warm glow of a new kind
of affection. It is confidence, at least strong
14
enough to cause one to begin acting.
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If faith ever shifts from "in God" to "in what is
said about God," one has moved from Gaith to faith. Sherrill speaks of this "displacement of faith" in these terms:
In the church . . . and outside it, two loves still
struggle for mastery within the individual. Those
two loves . . . are Eros and Agape. Eros love . . .
is love whose motive is the enhancing of the self.
Agape love is love whose motive is the enhancing of
the beloved, and in the last analysis this Agape love
comes to us from our hostility, our anxiety, and our
guilt. Agape love which can liberate a man from these
destroying demons whithin himself is offered in Jesus
Christ. Faith arising from a man and directed toward Christ marks the turning point within that man;
15
it is the beginning of his release.
So for Sherrill, Faith is a lifelong process of
moving forward, by means of God's confrontation with man
in crisis. The goal. is eternal life which begins now. And
this Faith has a very specific content: Jesus Christ. Anything other than this is another kind of faith, or as Sherrill says, the opposite of Faith -- unbelief.
C. Ellis Nelson: Faith and the Community
C. Ellis Nelson sees faith from a cultural viewpoint.
In the book, Where Faith Begins, his thesis is that
faith is communicated by a community of believers
and that the meaning of faith is developed by its
members out of their history, by their interaction
with each other and in relation to the events that
take place in their lives.16
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Faith, for Nelson, is centered in the God of the Bible.
Faith indicates an openness to the future and is closely
allied with a reprocessing of the past. So, God is the
"content" of faith, information or facts about God or what
He has done, is not. History, personal and Biblical, records
how God works with man and how man has responded with faith
(or without faith) to God. Having studied history in this
light, the individual should apply the insights gained to
his present experiences. Only in this way do we faithfully
anticipate and prepare for the future.
Nelson is not interested in defining faith so as to
apply to everybody. For him, faith means seeing God's actions in history and knowing that He directs in the present
to the future. The community of believers carries out this
appropriation, developing and illustrating faith. God, as
an "Interactor" with man, both past and present, makes up
the content of this faith.
The community of believers has at least four functions which add to our understanding of faith. First, the
corporate worship "incubates" faith. As the body gathers
together, faith grows. Second, the fellowship of believers
makes faith operational. "Faith is an experience which can
be thought about but cannot be produced by thinking. 17
Faith must be lived. This can only be done in union with
others. Third, searching together in the Scriptures makes
faith "meaningful."
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Biblical faith is not a vague foglike aspiration to
do good nor a generalized holiness of life nor even
a force that underlies the beings of the world.
Biblical faith is welded to the image of God that
is etched in Biblical history.18
But that history must be interpreted and this is best done
in face-to-face interaction within the community. Finally,
real and relevant issues must be confronted by the believers
if the faith communicated is to be practical for the present.
The church must learn that there is no neutrality.
To avoid a social issue is to communicate to the
local believers that the Christian faith is unrelated to that particular need.19.
To summarize, faith is the way of seeing God's action in history and applying that principle to present day
experience. Faith is recognizing that God is active now
and in the process of leading us to the future. We develop
this faith in community and communicate it in everything the
body of believers says and does. Faith is not simply a personal world-view; it is rather a community's God-view and
the world is thereby affected.
Robert McAfee Brown: Faith as Content Plus Commitment.
Finally we will look at Robert McAfee Brown's discussion of faith. He lists five points concerning faith
which he derived from John Calvin's definition found in the
reformer's Institutes of the Christian Religion of 1559.
Calvin says faith is:
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a firm and certain knowledge of God's benevelance
toward us, founded upon the truth of the freely
given promise in Christ, both revealed to our minds
and sealed upon our hearts through the Holy Spirit.20
According to Brown, this definition yields the following observaticms:
1.

Faith is knowledge, content.

2.

Faith is assured knowledge. Though not without

doubts, enough is clear.
3.

Faith is existential knowledge. That is, it

concerns "God's benevolence towards us."
4.

Faith is a gift.

5.

Faith is a relationship involving the whole

person.
Based on Calvin's definition and Brown's own "catalog" of assorted uses of the word faith in theology, religion, and daily use, he: proposes a two-fold working definition. First, Brown sees "faith as the creative appropria21 "There is clearly no way we can
tion of an open past."
escape our pasts, and part of the meaning of faith is
22 Second, faith is "the dynamic
what we do with them."
interrelationship of content and commitment."23 All commitments we make carry an implicit demand upon our lifestyle.
"The life of faith is lived by everyone."24
An individual is not confronted with a choice between faith and non-faith but rather between competing
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faiths. If one does not choose the Christian faith, he
will choose another. It is a matter of content and subsequent commitment and each individual is involved. Brown
anticipates someone asking "does it matter what the something or someone is? Are all objects of faith, in the end,
the same?" He lists four distinctions between the "faithin-general" and "Christian faith-in-particular." First,
there are obviously different contents. My faith claim
may be either "Jesus Christ is my Saviour," or "The capitalist system will ultimately win out in the end." Second,
these contents will call for different responses. My
actions will certainly differ if I trust capitalism over
Jesus Christ. Third, if faith is "the creative appropriation of an open past, a person obviously is choosing different normative historical events when placing trust in an
economic system rather than in the Son of God. Finally,
each faith makes a similar, claim: that is, a particular
"faith is unique and must finally be seen on its own terms
rather than as merely one of a number of interchangeable
faith-options."25
Brown distinguishes content and commitment by defining the former as "faith that" and the latter as "faith in."
If I say "I have faith that it is cold in northern Alaska,'
I base that on what someone has told me. I have not experienced that climate. But "faith in" someone or something
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involves total commitment. He likens it to Tillich's
ultimate concern.
Faith development (though Brown does not use such
terms) would be a matter of degrees of commitment. Faith
in a person, a relationship allowing for reciprocity, counts
for more than a faith that something is so. This faith
is a content that is defined in terms of one to
whom a commitment is made, and thus our two working
definitions coalesce in the dimension of the
personal. 20
To Brown, faith will be revealed in commitment.
Faith must lead to action. One can turn this around by
saying that

actions reveal a person's faith. Such a

commitment takes courage and the community provides this
element. "Community can only be created around a faith;
„27
faith can only be creative within a community.
So faith for an individual involves the open
appropriation of the past for the sake of the future and a
meaningful present as well as the "dynamic interrelationship” of total commitment and the chosen content which has
direct implications for behavior. In short, faith means
translating the past into a content to which one is committed with all subsequent implications for action.

Chapter IV
FAITH AND JAMES FOWLER: A CRITIQUE

Let us compare what these five men have to say on a
few topics and then draw some conclusions. First, all but•
Sherrill stress the importance of faith in community. And
though Sherrill does not speak of faith in terms of the
group it is implicit in his developmental descriptions.
Second, concerning knowledge there are some disagreements.
While Tillich states that faith is not a matter of knowledge, Sherrill claims it is the surest knowledge one can
have. Nelson and Brown both imply a need for historical
knowledge though it is not facts about historical events,
but how people have related to God with or without faith.
Fowler refers to faith as a "way of knowing" as well as
that which is known."
Concerning content all but Nelson, who limits him. •
self to specific content, recognize the universality of
faith which requires the possibility of multiple objects.
Yet each also recognized a hierarchy of contents. For
Tillich it is the truly ultimate; Sherrill places faith in
Jesus Christ above everything else; Brown says faith in a
person to whom a commitment can be made is better than faith
that something is true; Fowler confesses to the surpremacy
of a radically monotheistic faith.
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Not only do each recognize a specific object of faith
as superior, all see faith involving the whole personality.
Tillich especially makes this clear, though the others
imply this as well. Among other things, Tillich recognized the elements of emotion, courage, doubt, certitude,
and reason within faith. Elie states that
if faith is the state of being ultimately concerned,
all preliminary concerns are subject to it; The
ultimate concern gives depth, direction and •unity
to all other concerns and, with them to the whole
personality. 1
It does not matter that what is taken as ultimate
is not really so. It calls for no less dedication. Yet,
eventually, faith in that which is not infinite and absolute
will result in the "loss of a center and to a disruption of
the personality."2 This is not what Fowler labels a faithstage transition. Rather it is a destruction of an ultimate
environment. The individual will immediately have another
concern which will also make the claim of ultimacy. What
changes is specific feelings, activities, associates, etc.
What does not change is that the person remains ultimately
concerned. Faith may have changed objects, but it is not
less-faith. The object might be more or less worthy of
being judged ultimate, but the concern is nonetheless there
Fowler agrees that the whole person is involved -the rational and the passional, in his words -- and that
changes in center will occur. The difficulty he runs into
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is his splitting faith for the sake of a theory of development. Brown and Nelson do not specifically refer to growth
in the way Fowler has, though they do imply progression.
Sherrill examines growth from a psycho-social aspect of
maturing. Fowler's theory of course is based on development.
While the others continue to see faith as a complete unit
throughout development, Fowler takes a fraction of one aspect of human personality on which to build his stages. He
thus divides faith into parts taking how one knows and
3
construes as the basis for the developmental theory.
Walter Conn, as we noticed earlier, has pointed out
that despite Fowler's aversion to dividing the affective
and cognitive elements, he does just that. Fowler admits
to leaving out the "centering affection," the "organizing
love," from his chart.4Tillich makes it clear that to
separate this element is to be left with something other
than faith. "The concern of faith is identical with the
5
desire of love."
What one has in Fowler's theory is a cognitive
readiness for relating to an ultimate concern. James
Hennessy's suggestion that

Fowler's chart measures levels

of commitment, not faith, may be closer to reality.
Yet he also attempts to keep faith as a whole.
Stage 6 is based on a Judeo-Christian premise, a specific
content. This being the case, the whole developmental
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journey is based on the same premise. Yet, not all centers
of value and power will lead to this final stage. There are
ultimate concerns which do not, for example, value "an inclusive and fulfilled human community,"

as with Fowler's

• Universalizing faith. If the stage theory were based solely
on commitment with the final stage being perhaps a willingness to die for one's belief, all ultimate concerns could
be evaluated by it.
Therefore, Fowler's stage theory is a content
specific (Judeo-Christian) theory which is primarily cognitive and useful for determining the readiness of an
individual for learning and commitment.
Faith is much more than the aspect of how something is known. As Tillich says, faith does not even have
to do with knowledge. It has to do with existence and
• concerns. Fowler's theory measures how one knows. It
measures readiness. That people go through stages in how
they see the world has no doUbt been validated. That there
are similarities in these stages among people is not debated.
But that is not faith. It may be a part, but so is emotion
and behavior and any other element of the human personality.
Here we should be reminded that "faith is not the sum total"
of all the elements of personality. "It transcends every
special impact as well as the totality of them and it has
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itself a decisive impact on each of them."

7

To label that

which Fowler charts as "faith" confuses the issue. Call it

commitment, cognitive ability, social maturity, whatever,
do not call it faith.

PART II
APPLICATION OF JAMES FOWLER'S STAGE THEORY
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Chapter V
READINESS AND RONALD GOLDMAN

The old warning about throwing the baby out with
the bath water must now be sounded. Having concluded that
"faith" in Fowler's theory is viewed too narrowly, we must
be careful not to reject his work totally. As suggested,
to call the stages actual levels of growth in faith breeds
misunderstanding. Most will read the word and think
Christian faith; indeed, one primarily confronts discussions
of the theory in the context of Christian education. However if we see that the developmental stages are valid
descriptions of certain aspects of human personality, we .
can begin to put the theory to good use.
We have used the word "readiness" several , times in
reference to the theory. The term is not new. A basic
logic is inherent in the idea. One does not build a large
tree house in a sapling. It is not "ready." A recent
incident at a family outing further illustrates the principle. While discussing the intricacies and implications of
possible anti-abortion legislation and related metaphysical
questions, our three year old cousin wandered up and asked
what we were talking about. We had to laugh at the thought
of explaining such a problem in technical terms to little
Brian. He was not "ready" for that topic.
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But as obvious as the concept of readiness might be,
the specific question of when to teach what is no small
controversy. Nowhere is this better illustrated than in
the area of religious education. Granted, for years teachers of young children have known that a child's vocabulary
limits their understanding. Therefore they adjust to simple
sentences. And that abstract theological concepts are not
appropriate for children has always seemed obvious. Therefore they have told Bible stories. And many little children
have grown up, survived adolescence, and become mature adults
confessing christianity. Religious education has "worked,"
people •argue.
There have been voices raised of late, however,
questioning just what the child is capable of learning.
Ronald Goldman has become a key name in this issue. The
loss of interest in religion by the youth in England has
concerned Goldman, who has held positions at Didsbury
College of Education in Manchester, England and at the
University of Reading, and presently is Foundation Dean of
Education at LaTrobe University in Australia. Through his
research into the problem he developed the theory that
children were given "too much too soon," which has become
a slogan for pro-Goldman educators. Another key phrase
illustrates the direction in which Goldman is going: "The
Bible is not a children's book.' His findings were published
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in the mid-sixties in two books, Religious Thinking from
Childhood to Adolescence and the more popular version,
Readiness for Religion.
Goldman, a former student of Piaget, bases his
studies on the cognitive abilities of children. If one
presents the student with too advanced an idea, the child
will understand -- or distort -- it according to his
capability. When the child achieves the mental ability to
correctly handle the concept, it likely has already been
rejected as "childish."
Goldman defines religious truth as "normal exper"1
iences understood at full depth."
So for the child, whatever he naturally experiences contains religion. He
suggests "life themes" as the best method of teaching
religion to youth. Through the study of such topics as
"myself, creation, light, water, sound, growth, air, law
and order, names, stories," 2 the student in late childhood
or preadolescence for example, can naturally be introduced
to religious themes. The Bible should not be presented as
subject matter until age twelve or thirteen. To summarize
in his words:
The major finding supports a move from a Biblecentered content of religious education to a content
which more closely approximates to the real world
of children, using their experiences and their
natural development rather than imposing an adult
form of religious ideas and language upon them.3

Chapter VI
READINESS AND STAGE 3

•

At the very least Goldman shows that the question

of what to. teach when must be considered. There are disagreements concerning the specifics of his proposals. Yet
developmental psychology provides us with much information.
We owe it to students to learn all we possibly can about
what topics are most urgent in their lives. In other words,
we must find out "where they itch." This responsibility
requires us to make the best use of theories and studies
such. as Fowler's. So with the concept of readiness in mind
we will turn to a closer look at Fowler's theory. Stage 3,
because . it covers the adolescent years, will be the primary
focus of this section.
Besides Fowler's material two other sources will be
used. Ms. Mary Wilcox, Director of Research at Iliff School
of Theology in Denver, Colorado, has written a book entitled
Developmental Journey which maps an individuar:s growth
throughout life. • The stages of Fowler, Kohlberg and Piaget
1
are each considered in her work.

Dr. R. Ben Marshall wrote

an article for Perkins Journal in 1979 entitled "Faith
Inquiry: An exploration of the Nature and Nurture of
Adolescent Faith."2 Dr. Marshall is a Methodist minister of
youth and adults in Richardson, Texas. He bases his work on
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that of Fowler and has had the opportunity of talking with
him about his research.
James Fowler's Definition of Stage 3
First, let us look at a summary description by
Fowler of Stage 3. Notice the significance of "others,"
interpersonal relationships and community.
Stage 3 typically has its rise and ascendancy in
adolescence, but for many adults it becomes a
permanent equilibration. It structures the ultimate
environment in interpersonal terms. Its images of
unifying value and power derive from the extension
of qualities experienced in personal relationships.
It is a "conformist" stage in the sense that it is
acutely tuned to the expectations and judgment to
construct and maintain an independent perspective.
While beliefs and values are deeply felt, they
typically are tacitly held -- the person "dwells"
in them and the meaning world they mediate, but
there has not been occasion to step reflectively
outside them to examine them explicitly or systematically. At stage 3 a person has a "ideology,"
a more or less consistent clustering of values and
beliefs, but he or she has not objectified it for
examination, and in a sense is unaware of having it.
Differences of outlook with others are experienced
as differences in "kind" of person. Authority is
located in the incumbents of traditional authorityroles (if perceived as personally worthy) or in the
3
consensus of a valued, face-to-face group.

Two points should be stressed from this section. First, and
this is repetitious but important, interpersonal relation-
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ships play a major role at this stage. Second, conformity
more so than personal self-evaluation determines behavior.
Mary, Wilcox's Description of Stage 3
Wilcox describes each stage in three parts: logical
reasoning, social perspective, and moral reasoning. These
sections can only be separated in theory. In practice they
are interdependent. We will examine a few points Wilcox
makes concerning this stage.
The adolescent has achieved formal operations. This
allows the individual
the ability to think abstractly, to form hypotheses,
to theorize, to imagine many possibilities and combinations, to generate multiple solutions to problems, to comprehend subtle and symbolic meanings,
and to perform operations in the mind by mentally.
manipulating objects without the objects being
present. 4
In Piaget's words, thinking takes wings at this period. The
analogy is clear: no longer is the mind bound to concrete
reality. Operations which the individual used on physical
_objects before, he now can use on mental images.
Fowler identifies three mental operations which are
progressively available to adults with formal operations.
They are compartmentalization, dichotomizing and dialectical.
The Stage 3 person will use the first of these: the other
operations will come at subsequent stages. Wilcox illustrates compartmentalization by describing a person holding
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an object in each hand, his arms held out to the sides. In
order to see either object he must turn away from the other.
In dichotomizing, the objects are held out in front where
each can be seen at once and an either/or choice made. The
dialectical style allows a person to see value in each.
Clearly, when one compartmentalizes he can only see one
side of an issue; he cannot weigh pros and cons. This is
another way of saying that self-evaluation has not yet
begun as it will in the next stage.
These new mental capabilities are the groundwork for
both social perspectives and moral reasoning. How a Stage 3
person views the value of life offers an example of each
factor. Rather than judging according to usefulness as in
the previous stage, life is valued according to feelings.
One would not be expected to save the life of a total
stranger for whom there is no affection. Both elements play
a part here. Concerning the social aspect, one's group
(those for whom one feels affection) does not have any
inherant connection with other groups and their members.
"Communities are perceived as discrete objects, separated
from one another and without the overarching structures
which function at Stage 4."5

As for the moral aspect,

feelings determine behavior. "Justice is seen as the right
f 'good' persons to receive better treatment than those
who don't fit one's stereotype of good."6
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The interrelationship of each can be seen here as
well. A person's stereotype of goodness comes from the group.
And generally, individuals feel more responsibility to their
own group in terms of helping behavior. It should be added
however, that a Stage 3 person will likely help anyone
deemed worthy because it makes them "feel good." This most
'often means someone socially 'below' them. A "Bad" person -bad socially, politically, criminally, religiously, whatever
the case may be -- is not worthy and will Most likely not be
helped.
In summary, Wilcox states that the sense of community
- due to increased role taking ability is the greatest step
forward at this stage. Limitations come from the multitude
of varying authorities tacitly adhered to. When one cannot
live with the confusion which comes from conflicting requirements, that person begins the transition to Stage 4.
R. Ben Marshall's Three Positions of Stacie 3
Dr. Marshall describes three "positions" or substages within the adolescent years. His research is based
on a very small sample and he is careful not to claim too
much for his work. However, a brief review of these positions will illustrate the movement from Stage 2 through
Stage 3 and into Stage 4.
Position one, roughly covering grades 7 to 9, has
many connections with the Mythic-Literal Stage. Concreteness
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and egocentricity still describes their relationships. To
be accepted in -a group is very important. A person at this
level describes God in anthropomorphic terms. He does not
experience God's love per se, but rather that of friends
and family. God causes things to happen "to teach a lesson."
Prayer is a formula or perhaps viewed as magical.
Position two, approximately grades 9 to 11, is a
period of greater interpersonal relationships. Friends,
group, family, and increasingly, special friends of the
opposite sex, become very important. God is now seen as a
friend with whom one communicates. God's communication with
men comes primarily through friends and family but a closer,
more personal dependence is developing. Prayer involves
cooperation with God; one "makes" prayer work for them.
Position three, grades 11 and 12, illustrates the
beginning transition to Stage 4. One's orientation is to
life 'as a whole."

n other words, a desire to help people

and to fulfill one's potential begins. More self-evaluating
occurs. One no longer views God anthropomorphically; He is
described primarily by imagery, perhaps as a spirit binding
life together. "Prayer is more our making use of what God
is already doing for us than asking God to ,do something
upon request." 7

Chapter VII
READINESS AND EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

We are left now with the task of distilling this
information into some applications. Anyone who deals at
all with adolescents will be able to find in the stage
theory information 'applicable to their particular circumstances. We will here limit ourselves to the secondary
school, primarily grades 9 to 12.
We should pause here to make three points about
stages and stage development. First, one must not think of
a person at a given stage as "better" in some way than
someone at an earlier stage. One merely thinks differently
about his world. Second, an individual is able to comprehend one stage beyond the one at which he finds himself.
In fact, he likely will exhibit characteristics of the two
levels on either side of that one which best describes him.
Three, stage transition comes as a result of encountering
conflict, episodes or information which do not fit one's
constructed world view. These things should be kept in
mind as we explore several implications and applications
concerning the theory.
Classroom Considerations
We noted above Dr. Marshall's three "positions"
of Stage 3 which basically chart a course from the
transition Stage 2/3 to that of Stage 3/4., Realizing
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that a given classroom might have students from each position,
the teacher should keep these four objectives in mind:
1.

•to encourage the expression and exploration of

students viewpoints and those of their classmates. This
will help them see their views which, as we have pointed out,
are only tacitly held, as well as introduce them to possibly
conflicting viewpoints of others.
2.

to deal in a helpful and specific way with inter-

personal problems and questions. At Stage 3 interpersonal
relationships based on a third person role-taking ability
are just beginning. While exciting, this new capability is
also frightening and confusing. Often the need to be accepted may inhibit an honest examination of this area. A safe
•

environment is a must for this to be effective.
3.

to recognize that groups are very important to

students at this stage. Working within the clique to
stimulate learning and growth will be more profitable than
trying to oppose such a strong force.
4.

to introduce the students to a broad spectrum of

social and cultural groups. This will begin to widen their
concept of community and their world view. Because Stage 4
makes use of an over-arching structure they are able to
comprehend the concept although most will not encorporate
it into their world view.
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One might object that the previous suggestion
encourages growth and therefore implies value judgements
on the stages. This would, of course, be contrary to what
was said above that one stage is not "better" than another.
The key to this resides in the next general application.
Faith Development as Content
Dr. Marshall proposes that the stage concept of
faith development be presented to students as content.
There are four considerations for such a use of
the stage theory.
1.

Allowing students to visualize just where on a

chart they could be classified would put the responsibility
of development on them.
2.

The evaluation process would have to be non-

judgemental.
3.

The student would have the opportunity to define

just where he wished to develop.
• • . Cain important step in the process would be
to enable the youth to make their own statement
of the faith they are seeking, and then provide
them with the possible routes of growth to that
faith.'
This removes the difficulty of the teacher directing development and any implied "rating" of stages.
4. These ideas obviously require that the teacher
master Fowler's theory. Stage evaluation should be done
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only by those trained to do so. One of three possibilities
would make such a program feasable:
a.

that the teacher actually be qualified and

trained in such procedures.
b.

that a simplified and reasonably accurate self-

test be devised for use in such a program.
C. that a presentation of the stage theory be given
with each student encouraged to judge for himself just where
he would come on the chart. This could be done in small
groups or along with the teacher.
Educational Implications
Margaret Gorman of the Department of Theology at
Boston College studied Seventeen-year-olds in light of
Fowler's theory. Her findings are interesting and generally
support Fowler. What interests, us however, are the implications for education which she draws from her research. We
will summarize several of them here. It might be helpful to
keep in mind that using Marshall's substages, these students
would primarily be. in Positions Two and Three. It should
also be noted that Gorman writes from. the assumption that
the youth should be encouraged to move into the next stage
of development.
a. "Life-death, meaning, justice questions" should
be raised at this time in whatever class would be appropriate -- and most classes are.
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b.

Differences in cultures and conditions of

society should be openly and first-handedly explored by the
students.
c.

The students need role models who are consistent

in living up to their beliefs. The content of those beliefs
does not matter as muCh as the genuineness and sincerity -two concepts valued at this age.
d.

Teachers should recognize that behavior is not

a sufficient indicator of actual "faith" stage level.
e.

Discipline and how it is carried out has much to

do with whether or not students are encouraged to move from
conformity towards principled action.
f.

Educators "must consciously expose their students
to different viewpoints and through discussion and
reflection encourage them to appreciate the rights,
needs, hopes, and desires of those with backgrounds
different from theirs." 2
Seventh-day Adventists and Stage Development Theory
Finally, we need to ask if any specific comments or
proposals can be made with respect to Seventh-day Adventist
secondary schools. All of the preceeding applications are
appropriate for SDA schools. However, a few comments can be
made specifically.
1. The concept of readiness is implicit in the
Spirit of Prophecy. Ellen White has much to say concerning
physical readiness of the young child facing classroom
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education.

3

She writes about cognitive readiness in terms

of fundamentals. "Before taking up the higher branches of
study, let them master the lower. This is too often neglected."4When it comes to readiness for religion she clashes
with Goldman on several points. For instance, she says the
Bible is to be the first textbook a child has.

Goldman,

of course, would not use it as a textbook, per se, until
about twelve or thirteen.
2.

Gorman's study of seventeen-year-olds concurred

with Kohlberg that students who experience a wider variety
of cultures are usually more advanced in moral development.
Gorman noticed that private schools tend to offer less
variety in this area. This unfortunately is the case in
many Seventh-day Adventist schools. This should be carefully
evaluated and compensated for, especially in light of our
emphasis on missions.
3.

The Week-of-Prayer is almost unique to our school

system. Those who participate in the planning of this program should be careful to keep in mind the readiness and
weaknesses of the Stage 3 person. One example will illustrate this. Because a student can feel things very deeply
but may not be ready to carefully examine the values he
holds, one must be cautious in creating an emotional climate
and calling for life-long commitments.
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4. The Seventh-day Adventist church, as does any
other denomination, wishes to nurture the youth to grow up
and remain within its doors. In light of this goal and
what we know about youth, the church must:
a. be willing to give youth an active part to
play in the total functions of the body of believers. Feeling a part of the croup is a prime
motivater at this age.
b, present, both personally and organizationally, an image which adheres to those qualities
which youth admire -- genuineness, fairness, loyalty,
and sincerity. Specific values are not as important
at this stage as consistency in acting upon those
values.

CONCLUSION

We have scratched many surfaces. Our critique of
James Fowlers faith stage theory has led to a study of
faith and a consideration of readiness. By way of conclusion we will note several points, summarizing and suggesting possible further study.
First, faith, according to Tillich, involves the
whole man; it even transcends the sum of all his parts.
It is ultimate concern. As Christians we need to understand
our specific faith as it fits within this larger context.
We should be able to recognize its superiority (or determine
if it is superior). And we should be •able to relate this
to faith jin general and to communicate it to those of other
faiths in particular. This requires a better understanding
of Biblical faith by all Christians. It also carries
obvious implications for Religious Education.
Second, the faith stage theory deserves our continuing study and attention. The field of human development
promises no terminal conclusions, only further subjects for
investigation. The research and observations which Fowler
and his associates have begun must not stop. And following
the suggestion of James Hennessy, the faith stages should be
explored in terms of specific content. Christian educators
76
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in general, and Seventh-day Adventist educators in particular, .should constantly be studying the readiness of their
students for religion.
Third, the applications suggested in the last chapter are very general; readiness is a general concept. A
profitable next step would be a detailed religious curriculum for the academy years based upon the stage concept. The
material presented by ',Tames Fowler and Mary Wilcox provides
a framework in which the knowledge a given tradition,
.Seventh-day Adventist for example, deems significant could
be presented. In addition, following Dr. Marshall's
suggestion, the stage theory itself should be worked into
the four year program.
Finally, we should remind ourselves of a very
imPortant point. Stage theories assume a straw man. The
perfect Stage 3 individual does not exist. Each student
must be dealt- with on an individual, personal level. To
the degree that Fowler's faith stage theory aids the religious educator in doing so, it is valuable. The moment It
is used to classify and categorize, it exceeds its bounds
and becomes lethal.
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Appendix*

FAITH: THE STRUCTURAL-DEVELOPMENT AL APPROACH
A SUMMARY TAXONOMY OF STRUCTURAL COMPETENCES BY STAGE
STAGES:

A

FORM OF
LOGIC
(MODIFIED
PIAGET)

B

FORM OF
WORLD
COHERENCE

Pre-operational Episodk
1. Intuitive
Projective
2. Mythic
Literal

Concrete oper- Narrativeational
Dramatic

3. Synthetic
Conven
tional

Early Formal
operations
.

4. IndividuativeReflexive

Tacit System,
symbolic me
diation

F

Rudimentary
empathy

Family, primal Punishmentreward
others

Magical
Numinous

!'Those like us" Instrumental
(in familial.
Hede>nism
ethnic, racial,
class & religious terms)

One
dimensional.
literal

Conformity to Interpersonal
Mutual role
taking, (inter · class norms and concord
interests
personal)
Law & Order

Multi
dimensional.
conventional

Simple
, perspective
bking

!

Mutual, with
Formal opera- Explicit systern, conceptions
self-selected
tual mediation group or class
(Dichotomizing)

Formal opera- Unitive
tions
actuality,
(Synthetic)
"One beyond
the many"

E

BOUNDS OF
FORM OF
SOCIAL
MORAL
AWARENESS JUDGMENT-

S. Paradoxical- Formal opera- Multi-systemic, Mutual. with
Consolida- tions
symbol i c
groups, classes
tive
(Dialectical)
arid conceptual & traditions
other than
med.iation
one's own
6. Universalizing

D

C
ROLE
TAK.ING
(MOD.
SELMAN)

ROLE OF
SYMBOLS

Self-aware adherence to chosen class norms
& interests

Reflective
relativism or
class-biased
universalism

Critical
translation
into ideas

Critical awareness of and
transcendence
of class norms
& interests

Principled
Higher Law
(Universalcritical)

Postcritical rejoining
of symbolic
nuance and
ideational
content

Mutual. with Trans-class
loyalty to
the commonawareness and being
wealth of being identification
(•modified.
Kohlberg)

Transparency
of symbols

*James Fowler, "Faith Development and the Aims
of Religious Socialization, rr in· Emerging Issues in
Religious Education, ed. Gloria Dura and Jeanmarie
Smith (New York: Paulist Press, 1976), pp. 205,206.
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